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Executive Summary
Volunteer Management in America's Religious Organizations focuses on volunteer usage and management in
two types of religious organizations:

Congregations with social service programs
Charities with a religious mission

According to the 2003 Volunteer Supplement to the Current Population Survey (conducted by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics), 35 percent of Americans devote the greatest amount of their volunteer time to religious
organizations and 41 percent volunteer at a religious organization to at least some extent, making religious
organizations the most popular site for volunteering. Based on data from the volunteer management survey,
we now know that 83 percent of congregations participate in or support social service, community
development, or neighborhood organizing projects and 21 percent of America's charities include religious
practices and faith as a core part of their mission. Since religious organizations play a key role in producing
Americans' volunteer experiences, this brief explores the volunteer management capacity of congregations
and charities with a religious mission.

MAJOR FINDINGS

Most Congregations With Social Service Programs Focus on Emergency Services. Based on their main
social service activities, congregational social service programs can be grouped into three major categories:
emergency services, community development, and ministry and counseling. Most congregations with social
service activities (50 percent) provide emergency services.

129,000 Congregations Manage Volunteers in Social Service Programs. The vast majority of
congregations with social service activities (91 percent) report that their members serve as volunteers in the
activities, and 48 percent of congregations with seasonal service activities (an estimated 129,000
organizations) have responsibility for managing volunteers in those activities.

Most Congregations Partner or Collaborate When They Run Social Service Programs. Seventy-nine
percent of congregations indicated that they participate or collaborate with other organizations in sponsoring
their activities, while only 5 percent said that they had primary responsibility for managing these activities
and did not collaborate with other organizations. The remaining 16 percent had informal activities that
included collaboration but not the same formal partnerships found in the majority of congregational social
service activities.

Most Charities With a Religious Mission Work in Human Services. Out of the four major subsectors for
charities (human services; education; health; and arts, culture and humanities), 63 percent of charities with a
religious mission fall within the human services subsector, compared to 44 percent of charities with a secular
mission.

Charities With a Religious Mission Utilize A High Level of Volunteers. Charities with a religious mission
are more likely to have a large scope of volunteer use (more than 50 volunteers a year serving more than a
total of 50 hours in week). While only a quarter of charities with a secular mission have a large scope of
volunteer use, 38 percent of charities with a religious mission use volunteers to this large degree.
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